Introduction
============

More than 150 million people worldwide are infected with the hepatitis C virus (HCV), the leading cause of liver disease and liver transplantations.[@cit1] It is estimated that as many as five million of these people are co-infected with the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), which typically leads to higher viral loads and results in accelerated disease progression.[@cit2] With limited treatment options for co-infected patients, HCV has become a leading cause of death for HIV patients. Elbasvir, an inhibitor of the HCV NS5A protein ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), administered in combination with grazoprevir, an HCV protease inhibitor, has been clinically studied as a highly efficacious, and well tolerated oral regimen for the treatment of HCV infection, including patients with HIV co-infection ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). During our development of a synthetic route to elbasvir, a seemingly trivial oxidation of chiral hemiaminal ether **1** to indole **2** proved capricious due to facile epimerization of the hemiaminal stereocenter.[@cit3],[@cit4] Following extensive screening, KMnO~4~ was found to be the only oxidant capable of converting **1** to **2** without loss of enantiopurity ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Permanganate-mediated dehydrogenation in the synthesis of elbasvir.](c5sc03350k-f1){#fig1}

Although KMnO~4~ is an effective oxidant for this transformation, subsequent generation of MnO~2~ as a by-product complicates isolation and is environmentally unsustainable for large-scale production. In the pursuit of an alternative method that would circumvent the use of stoichiometric metal oxidants, we elected to investigate the potential efficacy of a redox catalyst that could be turned over with a benign terminal oxidant. Visible-light photoredox catalysis[@cit5] has recently been shown to enable a variety of oxidative, reductive and redox neutral processes under mild conditions.[@cit6],[@cit7] Based on these findings, we elected to explore the viability of a photocatalytic process for the dehydrogenation of **1**. Herein we describe the outcome of these studies and report a novel and scalable catalytic system for the oxidation of **1**. A detailed mechanistic investigation established that indoline oxidation occurs through a radical chain process. Key evidence for the chain process was obtained through the combination of reaction progress kinetic analysis (RPKA) and kinetic isotope effects. We anticipate this protocol will prove useful for elucidating chain processes in photoredox reactions where quantum yield data alone was inconclusive. The results of these studies are described herein.

Results and discussion
======================

Reaction discovery and optimization
-----------------------------------

High-throughput experimentation was utilized to evaluate a series of photocatalysts and benign terminal oxidants for the dehydrogenation of **1** ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). An initial round of experimentation identified both nitromethane and *tert*-butylperacetate (*t*BPA) as competent stoichiometric oxidants, with the most active catalyst identified as the heteroleptic Ir^III^ complex \[Ir(dF-CF~3~-ppy)~2~(dtbpy)\](PF~6~) ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, D7, F7). The modest yields in our screening efforts are attributable to post-reaction decomposition, which can be minimized by shortening reaction duration. We and others have previously shown that peresters can be used as efficient electron acceptors in photoredox-catalyzed processes.[@cit8] Moreover, their ease of handling, high availability, low cost and benign decomposition products make them suitable for large-scale manufacturing.[@cit9] As a result, we elected to move forward with perester-based systems for further optimization.

![Identification of a photoredox-mediated dehydrogenation *via* high-throughput experimentation. Reactions performed on 2.5 μmol scale using 465 nm LEDs. Numbers in table refer to assay yields based on HPLC analysis with an internal standard.](c5sc03350k-f2){#fig2}

Many photocatalytic processes are rate-limited by the light flux of the reactor; as such, a flow reactor can be used to increase the surface area of the solution and thereby increase light flux and reaction rate.[@cit10]--[@cit16] A series of experiments were performed in a simple flow reactor, built according to the basic design principles of Booker-Milburn using 440 nm LEDs as the light source.[@cit17] Residence times (*τ*) between 30 and 60 minutes led to full conversion at catalyst loadings as low as 0.1 mol% using *tert*-butylperbenzoate (*t*BPB) as the oxidant ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}, entries 1--2). It was shown that *t*BPA requires a longer *τ* and leads to more significant erosion of enantiopurity in product **2** ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}, entry 3 *vs.* entry 4). Slight erosion of optical purity is observed at higher temperatures ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}, entries 5--6); however, maintaining the reactor jacket temperature below 0 °C provided consistently high enantiopurity ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}, entries 7, 1). This process was demonstrated on a lab scale at a throughput of 0.04 mol h^--1^ (*τ* = 60 min). After 5 h, ∼100 grams was processed and isolated by direct crystallization upon the addition of water, providing the desired indole in 85% isolated yield and 99.8% ee ([Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}, entry 8).[@cit18] Notably, the photo-mediated reaction compares favorably to the use of permanganate from a process perspective, as the simple workup and direct crystallization of the product from the reaction media results in \>60% decrease in the process mass intensity for the step.[@cit19]

###### Optimization of the photoredox indoline oxidation in a 440 nm flow reactor

  ![](c5sc03350k-u1.jpg){#ugr1}                                                                                     
  ------------------------------- ----- ---------- -------- ----- ------ ------------------------------------------ ------
  1                               0.5   0.1 mol%   *t*BPB   60    --10   94                                         99.7
  2                               0.5   0.1 mol%   *t*BPB   30    0      93                                         99.9
  3                               0.4   0.2 mol%   *t*BPB   45    0      90                                         99.5
  4                               0.4   0.2 mol%   *t*BPA   90    0      89                                         99.1
  5                               0.2   0.5 mol%   *t*BPB   60    25     84                                         96.7
  6                               0.2   0.2 mol%   *t*BPA   120   25     88                                         95.0
  7                               0.4   0.2 mol%   *t*BPB   45    --10   86                                         99.8
  8                               0.5   0.1 mol%   *t*BPB   60    --5    85[^*d*^](#tab1fnd){ref-type="table-fn"}   99.8

^*a*^Refers to jacket temperature of reactor.

^*b*^Assay yield based on volumetric HPLC analysis.

^*c*^Enantiomeric excess determined by chiral HPLC analysis.

^*d*^Isolated yield on 100 g scale.

Mechanism
---------

With these optimized photocatalytic conditions in hand, we sought to better understand the mechanism of oxidation. A significant challenge in the development of this indoline dehydrogenation was the lability of the hemiaminal stereocenter of **1**, which readily epimerizes with many common oxidants such as 2,3-dichloro-5,6-dicyanobenzoquinone (DDQ), tetracyanoethylene and Mn(OAc)~3~. A likely pathway for epimerization with single-electron oxidants involves the formation of the radical cation **3**, which could undergo reversible β-scission and erode the stereochemical integrity of the hemiaminal center ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

![(a) Proposed pathway for epimerization of starting material. (b) Proposed mechanism for KMnO~4~-mediated oxidation of indoline core.](c5sc03350k-f3){#fig3}

Given that both the KMnO~4~ and the photoredox/perester systems led to retention of enantiopurity, we questioned whether there was a fundamental connection between the operative mechanisms of these reactions. Specifically, it is well documented that KMnO~4~ can act as a hydrogen atom abstractor for benzylic C--H bonds.[@cit20] We therefore postulated that the KMnO~4~ oxidation may proceed *via* the formation of α-amino radical **6** rather than radical cation **3**. We anticipated that the hemiaminal stereocenter of intermediate **6** would be configurationally stable, providing a rationale for retention of enantiopurity. Consistent with this view, oxidation of labeled indoline **1b** is markedly slower, suggestive of a rate-determining C--H abstraction step ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, isotopologue **1a** performed identically to the original substrate **1** with no loss of either the deuterium label or of optical purity, consistent with the proposal above.

![Isotope-dependence of indoline oxidation with potassium permanganate.](c5sc03350k-f4){#fig4}

Extending this line of thinking, we reasoned that indoline oxidation using the photoredox/perester system may also proceed *via* a hydrogen atom transfer (HAT) process. Specifically, one-electron reduction of the perester results in O--O bond fragmentation to form an alkoxy radical and carboxylate anion.[@cit21]--[@cit23] Alkoxy radicals are classical H-atom abstractors, known to readily abstract weak C--H bonds.[@cit24],[@cit25] Therefore, hydrogen atom transfer from **1** to the *t*BuO˙ radical formed upon reduction of *t*BPB would also furnish radical intermediate **6**, identical to the presumed intermediate generated in permanganate oxidations ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, we wondered whether it was possible for *t*BuO˙ radicals to initiate a radical chain process wherein HAT from **1** is a propagation step, as outlined in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. In recent years, several examples of photoredox catalysts acting as radical chain initiators have appeared in the literature, most notably in the recent work of Yoon.[@cit26]--[@cit29] In the following sections, our efforts to validate the proposed mechanism and evaluate each elementary step in this reaction sequence are described.

![Proposed indoline oxidation pathway in the perester/photoredox oxidation.](c5sc03350k-f5){#fig5}

![Proposed chain mechanism.](c5sc03350k-f6){#fig6}

### A.. Kinetic studies and quantum yield determination

First, the kinetic order of reagents was investigated using Blackmond\'s reaction progress kinetic analysis (RPKA).[@cit30] Indoline concentration was monitored as a function of time and fit to a polynomial. Taking the derivative of this function provides reaction rate data, which was plotted against indoline concentration to produce a graphical rate equation (see ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Using Blackmond\'s different excess protocol, we found that the reaction exhibited a first-order kinetic dependence on both indoline and perester concentrations. Moreover, across a wide range of loadings, the reaction is essentially zero-order with respect to the Ir catalyst concentration, consistent with a photon-limited process.[@cit31]

Using this kinetic assay, the quantum yield of indoline oxidation was evaluated. Quantum yields that exceed 1 are often taken as evidence for a radical chain pathway. The quantum yield at any point in the reaction can be defined as the ratio between reaction rate (M s^--1^) and photon flux (Einsteins L^--1^ s^--1^).[@cit32] The photon flux at 402 nm through our reactor was assessed to be 2.5 × 10^5^ Einsteins L^--1^ s^--1^, using potassium ferrioxolate as a chemical actinometer.[@cit33] The wavelength of the emission band for the LEDs was determined (402 nm) using a UVN-SR fiber optic spectrometer.[@cit34] Quantum yield information across the entire range of conversion was then obtained by plotting the ratio of this rate data to photon flux *versus* indoline concentration ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). At the outset of the reaction, the quantum yield is ∼2 and then decreases as the reaction progresses.[@cit35] While this finding is consistent with a radical chain mechanism, it is not unequivocal evidence. Specifically, non-chain photocatalytic pathways that generate two reactive intermediates from a single excitation event may also produce two equivalents of product, assuming perfect quantum efficiency. To distinguish between these possibilities we turned to the kinetic isotope effect studies described below.

![Quantum yield as a function of reaction progress using 0.1 mol% \[Ir(dF-CF~3~-ppy)~2~(dtbpy)\](PF~6~), 2 equiv. *t*BPB, 1 equiv. **1** in DMA.](c5sc03350k-f7){#fig7}

### B.. Isotope effects

To further evaluate the proposed chain mechanism in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, we studied a series of direct rate and intermolecular competition kinetic isotope effects (KIEs) using labeled compounds **1** and **1b** ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). We anticipated that in a chain process the outcomes of these two experiments would differ characteristically from those expected for a reaction proceeding through a closed catalytic cycle. Specifically, direct rate KIEs, which correspond to the ratio of measured rates for each independent isotopologue, report on the isotopic sensitivities for all of the elementary steps that contribute to the overall reaction rate.[@cit36] Typically, rate laws for chain processes include terms for the initiation, propagation, and termination steps.[@cit37],[@cit38] As such, the isotopic sensitivities for all of these elementary steps will be captured in the direct rate KIE. Importantly, the relative contributions of these steps to the overall rate are likely to change over the course of the chain reaction as the concentrations of the reactants decrease, causing the KIE to vary as a function of reaction progress. In contrast, the intermolecular competition KIE (wherein a 1 : 1 mixture of isotopologues react together in the same reaction flask)[@cit39] in a radical chain will reflect almost exclusively on the selectivity for H/D cleavage in the propagation steps, through which the majority of the starting material is consumed. By extension, as the slower steps such as initiation and termination contribute minimally towards the overall degree of starting material consumption, their impact on the intermolecular KIE is expected to be minimal. Moreover, assuming a constant mechanism of C--H/D cleavage, one would expect the competition KIE to be invariant over the entire course of the reaction.

![Summary of KIE experiments with **1b**.](c5sc03350k-f8){#fig8}

To evaluate the intermolecular competition KIE, a 1 : 1 mixture of **1** and **1b** were oxidized together under standard conditions in the same reaction flask and the degree of isotopic enrichment in the recovered starting material was measured as a function of conversion, resulting in a KIE of 1.4 ± 0.1 ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, the measured KIE was constant across a large range of conversion, consistent with an invariant mechanism of isotopic discrimination in the C--H/D cleavage event. Moreover, this value of 1.4 is consistent with previously reported KIE values for *t*BuO˙ radical-mediated H-atom abstraction from amine α C--H bonds.[@cit25],[@cit40] Lastly, competition KIEs using a structurally-distinct perester oxidant, *t*PBA, were also found to provide an identical KIE, consistent with the generation of a common *t*BuO˙ radical intermediate when either oxidant is used.

Next, the direct rate KIE was determined using RPKA, wherein two independent reactions, one with protiated and the other with deuterated substrate, were run in parallel. The ratio of the graphical rate equations for the two reactions was then plotted as a function of starting material concentration ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Remarkably, the direct rate KIE was observed to increase markedly as a function of substrate conversion. As the competition KIE results suggest that the selectivity for H/D abstraction remains constant over this range of substrate concentrations, this unusual feature is consistent with a mechanism wherein the relative contributions of any isotopically sensitive initiation and termination steps (*vide infra*) to the overall rate evolve as a function of reaction progress, and by extension with the operation of a radical chain process.

This hypothesis was further bolstered by investigation of H/D KIE at the C-3 position of the indoline. Competition experiments between **1** and **1c** resulted in no measurable KIE at C-3 (*k*~H~/*k*~D~ = 0.98 ± 0.02), consistent with an irreversible and selectivity-determining C--H cleavage at C-2 during propagation ([Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). However, when a direct rate KIE for these isotopologues was measured using RPKA ([Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}), a substantial inverse KIE (∼0.7) was present across a wide range of substrate concentrations. This unusual kinetic feature is also consistent with a radical chain mechanism. Specifically, as the rate constants for termination steps are found in the denominator of chain rate laws, termination steps exhibiting normal KIEs are expected to result in overall inverse KIEs. As disproportionation of two radical intermediates is a common mechanism of chain termination, we believe that this inverse KIE is reporting on the isotopic sensitivity of H-atom abstraction from the C-3 position of radical **6** by a *t*BuO˙ radical. Taken together with the quantum yield findings, we believe that these complex kinetic isotope effects provide a convincing argument for the presence of a radical chain mechanism. More broadly, these experiments present a novel kinetic framework for evaluating radical chain mechanisms involving HAT steps when quantum yield data proves ambiguous. They also demonstrate that caution must be exercised in extrapolating information from direct rate KIE data for chain processes, as the measured values can be highly sensitive to the extent of reaction progress.

![Summary of KIE experiments with **1c**.](c5sc03350k-f9){#fig9}

Despite the presence of several weak C--H bonds, the KIE studies above suggest that HAT between *t*BuO˙ radical and indoline **1** to form radical **6** is highly selective for the C-2 position. As the rates of HAT reactions are known to scale with the thermodynamic driving force of the abstraction event, we questioned whether there was a connection between the C--H BDFEs of **6** and the observed site-selectivity.[@cit41],[@cit42] Indeed, DFT calculations (UB3LYP/6-311+G(d,p)) ([Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}) predict the C-2 methine to be the weakest C--H bond in the molecule, rationalizing the observed site selectivity.

![Uncorrected bond energies for C--H bonds of **1** (UB3LYP/6-311+g(d,p)).](c5sc03350k-f10){#fig10}

### C.. Photocatalyst acts as a radical chain initiator through ET

With this knowledge in hand, we next investigated the chain initiation sequence ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Upon irradiation, the Ir complex undergoes a metal-to-ligand charge transfer event and fast intersystem crossing to generate a long-lived triplet excited state that can engage in either electron or energy transfer processes with substrates in solution.[@cit43] Stern--Volmer luminescence quenching studies revealed that the perester *t*BPB does not quench the excited state Ir([iii]{.smallcaps}) complex, ruling out direct electron transfer or sensitized homolysis as the source of chain initiation.[@cit44] Rather, we expected that photoexcited Ir catalyst (\**E*~1/2~(Ir^III\*/II^) = 0.86 V *vs.* Fc/Fc^+^ in DMA) might oxidize a sacrificial amount of indoline substrate **1** (*E*~p~ = 0.67 V *vs.* Fc/Fc^+^ in DMA), furnishing the reduced state Ir^II^ and the indoline radical cation. Indeed, luminescence quenching studies revealed that this electron transfer readily proceeds with a Stern--Volmer constant (*K*~SV~) of 460 M^--1^ in DMA ([Fig. 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit45] The newly formed Ir^II^ complex (*E*~1/2~(Ir^II/III^) = --1.72 V *vs.* Fc/Fc^+^ in DMA) is a strong reductant and is proposed to reduce the perester, *t*BPB (*E*~p~ = --1.91 V *vs.* Fc/Fc^+^ in DMA) or *t*BPA (*E*~p~ = --2.00 V *vs.* Fc/Fc^+^ in DMA), and form the chain carrying *t*BuO˙ radical. Additionally, the acidic C--H bonds of the indoline radical cation **3** may also be deprotonated to form radical **6**, which can also propagate the chain. Notably, as an isotopically sensitive initiation step, this process has the potential to impact the magnitude of the direct rate KIE.

![Proposed initiation sequence and Stern--Volmer quenching studies of **1** and \[Ir(dF-CF~3~-ppy)~2~(dtbpy)\](PF~6~).](c5sc03350k-f11){#fig11}

While Stern--Volmer studies are routinely employed to evaluate the rates of excited-state electron transfer events, kinetic evaluation of thermal electron transfers between ground state redox partners is more challenging. We were, nonetheless, able to obtain evidence for the viability of the perester reduction by Ir^II^*via* cyclic voltammetry. Specifically, voltammograms of the Ir catalyst alone exhibit a reversible peak (*E*~1/2~ = --1.72 V *vs.* Fc) for the Ir^II/III^ couple ([Fig. 12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"}). However, upon addition of perester, the Ir^II/III^ couple becomes irreversible and a large catalytic wave is observed ([Fig. 12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"}). These peak features can be attributed to the reduction of Ir^III^ on the surface of the electrode to form Ir^II^, followed by reduction of a perester molecule in solution by the nascent Ir^II^ complex. The resulting Ir^III^ species continues to cycle on the electrode in this fashion, giving rise to the observed catalytic current. The observation of a catalytic wave secures the viability of this elementary step and suggests that it can be plausibly incorporated into the photocatalytic mechanism. While this experimental technique is commonly used to evaluate charge transfer steps in homogeneous electrocatalysis,[@cit46],[@cit47] it has, to our knowledge, not been used as a means to study thermal electron transfers in the contemporary synthetic photoredox literature. We anticipate that this simple framework will become a general and useful approach to examine 'dark' electron transfers with reduced and oxidized forms of photocatalysts.

![Voltammetric evidence for catalytic perester reduction by Ir^II^.](c5sc03350k-f12){#fig12}

### D.. Radical propagation *via* perester reduction

Lastly, to perpetuate the radical chain, radical **6** must be competent to activate a second equivalent of the perester and regenerate the chain carrying *t*BuO˙ radical (see [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). While classical mechanisms for such processes invoke direct electron transfer, it was found that radical **6** is weakly reducing (by DFT: *E*~1/2~(**6**) = --1.07 V *vs.* Fc/Fc^+^ in MeCN)[@cit48],[@cit49] and is unlikely, on thermochemical grounds, to serve as an efficient electron donor to the perester (*E*~p~ = --1.91 V *vs.* Fc/Fc^+^ in DMA). In light of this, a multisite PCET pathway was considered, wherein radical **6** and benzoic acid act jointly as an electron and proton source for perester reduction.[@cit8a],[@cit21] However, voltammetric studies indicate that addition of exogenous benzoic acid does not measurably change the redox potential of perester in DMA, nor does it increase the rate of the reaction (see ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). While these findings argue against a PCET process mediated by benzoic acid, it is worth noting that voltammetric measurements made in the presence of stronger acids such as TFA indicated a significant modulation of the perester potential, consistent with a PCET pathway for stronger acids (see ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). We also considered a direct H-atom transfer pathway from C-3 of **6** to the perester followed by O--O bond cleavage, which has previously been invoked by Denisov in related peroxide activations and has a large thermodynamic driving force.[@cit41],[@cit42],[@cit50] However, the direct rate KIE studies outlined above argue against a C-3 HAT being involved in chain propagation. Having ruled out these traditional possibilities, we note that it may also be possible that *t*BuO˙ radical regeneration occurs *via* a benzoyl transfer from the perester to **6**, followed by subsequent elimination of benzoic acid. However, we have never observed the benzoylated intermediate that would be produced in such a process. As such, the exact nature of the perester activation step remains unclear, though we note that similar questions often surround propagation steps in related Minisci reactions involving peroxide oxidants and weakly reducing radical intermediates.

Conclusions
===========

Herein we have reported the discovery and study of a photoredox-mediated indoline dehydrogenation for the synthesis of elbasvir. Multi-parallel experimentation identified the visible-light photoredox catalyst \[Ir(dF-CF~3~-ppy)~2~(dtbpy)\](PF~6~) and the environmentally-benign oxidant *tert*-butylperbenzoate as the optimal catalyst/oxidant combination, forming the product in high yields with no loss of optical purity. Using a flow reactor, ∼100 g of indoline substrate could be processed in just a few hours, providing one of the first demonstrations of photoredox catalysis in the production of a pharmaceutical intermediate. We anticipate that this demonstration will provide further support for the notion that contemporary photoredox catalysis can be carried out efficiently on process-relevant scales.

A detailed mechanistic investigation revealed that this photocatalytic indoline oxidation occurs through a chain process involving a selective and irreversible hydrogen atom abstraction from the C-2 position of **1** by an alkoxy radical. This finding rationalizes the ability of these photocatalytic conditions to maintain the stereochemical integrity of the hemiaminal ether stereocenter, which readily epimerizes using most other oxidation protocols. Evidence for a chain process was secured through a series of complex kinetic isotope studies enabled by reaction progress kinetic analysis and quantum yield experiments. Notably, we expect that this collection of KIE experiments may serve as a general kinetic framework for investigating and elucidating chain mechanisms in situations where quantum yield data proves ambiguous. Additionally, we employed voltammetric techniques to demonstrate the kinetic feasibility of a modestly endergonic thermal electron transfer event between the reduced ground state of the Ir photocatalyst and the perester substrate. We anticipate that this simple protocol will become a general and useful approach to examine 'dark' electron transfers with reduced and oxidized photocatalysts. Taken all together, these studies provide useful new tools for studying the mechanisms of photoredox processes relevant to organic synthesis, and in particular for distinguishing between chain and non-chain processes where more classical methods fail.
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